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Chemists, in the past two decades, have used creative and elegant
design of molecules in their quest for discovering synthetic molecular
machines1 and switches2 that can mimic macroscopic and biological
analogues. Chemically activated3 rotary switches and motors have been
actively pursued as they resemble rotary motors found in nature.4 One
thing in common to all of these synthetic systems is that they rely on
conformational changes in their function. Surprisingly, there seems
to be a gap in the literature in the area of chemically controlled
configurational5 rotary switches and/or motors. In contrast, photo-
chemically driven configurational rotary switches have thrived, a
process that led to the development of synthetic unidirectional rotary
motors.6

1,2,3-Tricarbonyl-2-arylhydrazones7 exist in solution as a pair of
intramolecularly H-bonded hydrazone isomers8,9 that can equilibrate
in the presence of catalytic amounts of acid or base.9c This process
results in the exchange of the relative positions of the substituents
around the CdN bond, i.e., E/Z isomerization. However, these by no
means entail full conversions from one isomer to another. Herein, we
report the facile synthesis, characterization, and switching of the first
(to the best of our knowledge) chemically activated configurational
rotary switch. This original bistable system is based on a hydrazone
building block, and pH10 is used to control the configuration around
the CdN bond. We speculated that replacing one of the carbonyl
groups in 1,2,3-tricarbonyl-2-arylhydrazones with a “proton acceptor”
group such as pyridine will lead to a system that can be converted
fully, effectively, and controllably from one isomer to the other by
the consecutive addition of acid and base. In order to add another
element of nonsymmetry into the system we decided to use a
naphthylhydrazone derivative for the studies. This line of thought led
to compound 1-E (Scheme 1) that upon protonation affords 1-Z-H+,
which when treated with base yields the “metastable” 1-Z configuration
that thermally equilibrates back to 1-E.11

Hydrazone 1-E was synthesized in a simple manner (see Scheme
S1 in the Supporting Information): 1-Naphthylamine was treated
with conc. HCl in H2O and then with NaNO2 at 0 °C to give
1-naphthalenediazonium chloride. In a separate flask ethyl-2-
pyridylacetate was treated at 0 °C with sodium acetate in EtOH/

H2O (5:1). These two solutions were combined and stirred at 0 °C
for 1 h and then overnight at RT. After filtration, the crude product
was subjected to column chromatography (SiO2: CH2Cl2:Hexane,
1:1) to give 1-E as a light-orange solid in 75% yield. ESI-MS
revealed a peak at m/z 319.1 corresponding to the molecular ion.

The structure of 1-E (Figure 1) has been unambiguously confirmed
using X-ray crystal structure analysis. The structure is almost planar,12

and the H-bonding between the N-H proton and the pyridine nitrogen
subunit is apparent. The compound also adopts a conformation in which
the naphthalene bay is oriented toward the N-H proton.

The 1H NMR spectrum of 1-E (Figure 2a) in CD3CN shows a
characteristic H-bonded N-H resonance at 15.8 ppm, in addition
to the expected aromatic and aliphatic signals. The N-H chemical
shift is in line with the pyridine nitrogen being H-bonded with the
N-H proton. When the H-bonding is with an ester carbonyl, then
the chemical shift is usually in the 12.5-14.5 ppm range.9d A
careful look at the 1H NMR spectrum (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information) shows a small signal at 12.8 ppm,
stemming from the minor 1-Z configuration. The integration of these
two N-H resonances shows that the E:Z ratio in solution is 97:
3.13 Calculated geometries14 (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory)15,16

of the two configurations in CD3CN show that 1- E is more stable
by 2.7 kcal/mol than 1-Z, which is in agreement with the isomer
ratio observed in the 1H NMR spectrum.

To gain further insight into the structure of 1-E, we conducted
2D NMR spectroscopy studies and fully characterized the 1H NMR
spectrum. Interestingly the 2D NOESY experiment (see Figure S2
in the Supporting Information) shows a correlation between the
N-H signal and the naphthalene H8 proton. This interaction
indicates that the naphthalene subunit in 1-E adopts the same
conformation in solution as that observed in the solid state.17 1D
NOESY experiments (see Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information) show correlations between the pyridine H9 proton and
the N-H and naphthalene H8 protons. These NOE correlations
conclusively show that 1-E is the predominant configuration in
solution.

Scheme 1. Acid/Base Controlled E/Z Isomerization of 1-E

Figure 1. ORTEP drawing (50% probability ellipsoids) of 1-E. The protons
are placed in calculated positions.
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The addition of 1.4 equiv of CF3CO2H (TFA) to a CD3CN
solution of 1-E results in the protonation of the pyridine subunit,18

which is accompanied by a color change of the solution from light
yellow to orange and drastic changes in the 1H NMR spectrum
(Figure 2b). First of all, the N-H proton signal at 15.8 ppm
disappears and a new signal appears at 13.9 ppm (Figure 2b). This
shift indicates that a rotation around the CdN bond has occurred
(E/Z isomerization) and that the N-H proton is now H-bonded to
the carbonyl group of the ester subunit, yielding 1-Z-H+ (Scheme
1). Second, the pyridine proton signals are shifted to lower field,
which is a general trend for protonated pyridine rings.19 The
pyridine proton H9 signal has shifted upfield to 8.6 ppm, since it
is further away from the naphthalene core and, hence, less affected
by its aromatic ring current.20 Proton H2 of the naphthalene subunit
is also shifted downfield, which is in accordance with the pyridine
ring being protonated. The 2D NOESY spectrum shows a correla-
tion between the N-H and H8 protons (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information), indicating that in the protonated state the
rotamer depicted as 1-Z-H+ (Scheme 1) is the predominant one.
Moreover, NOE correlations are observed (see Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information) between pyridine proton H12 and naph-
thalene proton H2. This indicates that in the protonated state the
pyridinium ion adopts a conformation in which the protonated
nitrogen is directed further away from the naphthalene ring, as
depicted in 1-Z-H+. When the pyridinium proton H9 is irradiated
a correlation is observed between proton H10 and a resonance at
4.1 ppm (see Figure S7a in the Supporting Information). The 1H
NMR spectrum of 1-Z-H+(see Figure S7b in the Supporting
Information) shows the presence of a large and broad signal at 4.1
ppm, presumably resulting from excess TFA. The observed
correlation can be interpreted to be an interaction between pyri-
dinium H9 and N+-H protons, which means that the latter either
is hiding underneath or is in dynamic exchange with the TFA
resonance.

Upon passing the CD3CN solution of 1-Z-H+ over a plug of
K2CO3 or the addition of 1.4 equiv of triethylamine (Et3N), the
color of the solution changes back to light yellow. The 1H NMR

spectrum (Figure 2c), immediately after passing the solution over
K2CO3, shows the complete disappearance of 1-Z-H+ and the
presence of both 1-E and 1-Z in solution. This is evident from the
disappearance of the H-bonded N-H peak at 13.9 ppm (Figure
2c) and the appearance of two H-bonded N-H peaks at 15.8 and
12.8 ppm, which are assigned to 1-E and 1-Z, respectively. The
H9 protons of 1-E and 1-Z can also be seen clearly at 8.9 and 8.6
ppm, respectively. Interestingly, the signals of 1-Z gradually
decrease with time and those of the 1-E configuration grow in return
(see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).21 This process
(Scheme 1) is the thermal equilibration between the “metastable”
configuration and the stable one, 1-Z and 1-E, respectively. This
process comes to completion within 2 h at RT, and the system
regains its original equilibrium ratio of 97:3.22 We used the N-H
signals to follow the change in the E/Z isomer ratio as a function
of time and then used the data to calculate23 the isomerization rate
and energy barrier at room temperature: k ) (2.7 ( 0.4) × 10-3

s-1 and ∆G‡
294K ) 20.7 ( 0.2 kcal/mol. When the same process

was carried out in toluene-d8 (see Figure S9 in the Supporting
Information), which is a less polar solvent than CD3CN, the
calculated rate was k ) (5.7 ( 0.5) × 10-5 s-1 and the energy
barrier was ∆G‡

294K ) 22.9 ( 0.2 kcal/mol. This difference in rates
as a function of solvent polarity is an indication that the E/Z
interconversion occurs via a rotation around the CdN bond,24 as
opposed to inversion at that nitrogen.8

The acid/base induced E/Z isomerization of 1-E in MeCN can
also be studied using UV-vis spectroscopy (Figure 3). Upon
titration of the 1-E solution (Figure 3a) with TFA (Figure 3b), the
color of the solution starts changing, and the absorption band
centered at λmax ) 392 nm gradually disappears and a new
absorption spectrum evolves. This new spectrum (Figure 3c) has
two small bands centered at λmax ) 277 and 312 nm and a larger
one centered at λmax ) 428 nm. Upon the addition of Et3N (Figure
3d) to the protonated solution, the original spectrum centered at
λmax ) 392 nm is steadily regained, showing that the acid/base
switching process is fully reversible (Figure 3e).

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz) in CD3CN of (a) 1-E with peak assignments; (b) 1-Z-H+ with peak assignments, recorded after the addition of 1.4
equiv of TFA to 1-E; (c) a mixture of 1-E and 1-Z, taken after passing 1-Z-H+ over a plug of K2CO3; and (d) 1-E after the mixture equilibrated for 2 h at
RT.
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In summary, we have constructed a conceptually new type of
chemically induced rotary switch using a hydrazone building block.
Unlike previously reported rotary switches this one relies on
configurational changes in its function. Various novel applications
are conceivable for this system in the future; for example Lewis
acids can be used to affect the switching process and thus enable
their sensing. Moreover, it is easily possible to exchange the
naphthalene ring in this modular switch with other functional groups
and even attach it to surfaces, hence allowing its use in logic gate
applications1d and drug delivery,10f among others. Currently we
are examining these possibilities, in addition to investigating the
photochemical switching and the kinetics, thermodynamics, and
mechanism associated with the chemical switching process.
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Figure 3. Changes in the UV-vis spectrum during the acid/base switching
of 1-E. All data were recorded in MeCN at 298 K. To a 4.7 × 10-5 M
solution of 1-E (a) TFA was added (b), until there was no observable change
(c). Et3N was then added (d) to switch the system fully back (e). Spectra
(a) and (e) are overlapping.
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